POLICE

2017 Sunglass Collection

In the new men’s eyewear collection the details inspired by the heritage of Police convey the brand’s new
and modern identity and give the styles added value. This places masks and styles with ultra-flat lenses this season’s trend - alongside more traditional frames, with temples sporting super-innovative structures
and materials. The men’s collection is developed in 4 clusters, each one with very specific products and
targets: Heritage Urban, the brand’s metropolitan, distinctive look, Heritage Sport, casual and comfortable,
Discovery, non-conventional and innovative, Fast Fashion, trendy and eye-catching.
Sun 2017 is the first collection of Police eyewear designed by Enrico Furlan, new House Brand Creative
Director of De Rigo Vision.

Flow 1 - SPL339 col. 581X
Total silver style with a futuristic, non-conventional
look. The frontpiece is a flat mask in an oversize,
aviator shape. The flexible temples are in ultra-thin
metal.

Blackbird 1- SPL354 col. Z35M
Glasses with square-shaped, composite frontpiece.
The Police “wings”, the brand’s signature, appear on
the frontpiece as a metal detail and on the temples,
heat-impressed into the acetate.
The lenses are
polarized.

Jungle 3 – SPL366 col. L50X
This style has a thin, minimal structure and “soft
touch” rubber finish. The square frontpiece with
double bridge and ton-sur-son camou print on the
temples are style details sure to turn heads.

Highway Zero 1 - SPL361 col. 8AM
These metal glasses with characteristic double profile
are a tribute to the great Police classics of the 1980s.
The elegant, minimal form of the minimal frontpiece
enhances the flat, coloured, anti-reflection lenses to
match the temple tips.

Speed 1 – SPL352 col. 6AGG
A sporty look for this style. The temples are covered
in soft rubber to ensure maximum comfort, while the
steel frame ensures resistance and flexibility. A touch
of colour, yellow in this case, for flash lenses and
temples. The frontpiece is personalised with a metal
decoration, symbol of the Police “wings”.
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